BIC BASIC REQUIRED INFORMATION
Information type

BIC Basic Element (Mandatory elements in red)

Dependencies/other notes

Product identifier

ISBN or EAN-13

All products must carry an EAN-13/GTIN-13 (normally for books and other eligible products, an ISBN should be
used)

Authorship

Primary author
Primary editor
Primary illustrator
Translator
Reader (of audio book)

At least one name is required if the product has personal or corporate authors, editors etc. Second and subsequent
names in the same role (e.g. second author, second editor) are not part of the minimum set

Title information

Title
Subtitle
Set Title
Volume Number
Volume Title

Subtitle is required if the product has one
If product is a volume in a multi-volume set or collection, Title should consist of 'Set Title: Volume Number (if
applicable): Volume Title'

Series information

Series title
Number within series
Year (of annual)

Required if the product is part of a series

Edition information

Edition number
Edition statement

Edition number and/or edition statement (e.g. ‘Revised edn’) are required if the product is not a first or standard
edition; or in the case of an update to a digital publication

Product form

Whole product form (book, audio, digital publication, map,
mixed media pack, other)
Product form detail

The product form detail depends on the whole product form (e.g. hardback, paperback, other binding types should be
provided for physical books; specific file format for digital products; CD/cassette/file format for audio products;
folded/rolled etc for maps; details appropriate for all other items)

Product additional description
Multiple items description

Used for additional description of the product, e.g. scale of map
Either the product form of items contained in a mixed media pack (e.g. hardback and CD-ROM); or the number of
items of the same form in a multi-item product (e.g. two-volume hardback set)

Product properties

Number of pages
Height of the product
Width of the product
Running time for audio products or CD/DVD
Main language(s) of text

Required for books if available
Height in millimetres: required for books only if available
Width in millimetres: required for books only if available
Running time in minutes/seconds: required if available
Required if not English

Audience

Audience or readership information

Specify information about target audience or expected readership (e.g. general adult, children, professional, academic),
including age range and/or educational level if applicable

Subject classification

Main BIC Subject Category
Supplementary BIC Subject Categories
BIC Subject Qualifiers
Children’s Books Marketing Code

Provide most pertinent and precise BIC code as Main BIC Subject Category. Add other applicable category and
qualifier codes, if possible.
Provide CBMC code for children’s products, if appropriate

Publisher information

Imprint name
Publisher name

Note that the mandatory element is the imprint, i.e. as printed on the book, or the brand under which a product is sold.
The publisher name is only required if it is different from the imprint (e.g. Black Swan is an imprint of Transworld)

Publication date

Date

This should be either the UK publication date or availability date in the UK market for imported titles

Work identifier

International Standard Text Code

Provide ISTC(s) if available for the textual work(s) included in the product

Successor product ID (e.g. new edition)

ISBN or EAN-13

At least one of these ID numbers is required if the product has been replaced by a successor

Predecessor product ID

ISBN or EAN-13

At least one of these ID numbers is required if the product replaces a previously available version

Alternative format product ID

ISBN or EAN-13

At least one of these ID numbers is required if the product is also available in an alternative format (e.g. digital version
of printed book)

Jacket/cover image

Jacket/cover image

This should be supplied either as an image file or in the form of an accurate URL, actionable by the receiver of the
ONIX feed, linking directly to the image under the control of the publisher (e.g. on the publisher's website, but not a
generic link to the publisher’s home page).

TRANSACTIONAL DATA AND RIGHTS ELEMENTS

Supplier

At least one supplier name or EAN location number must be
included
EAN location number
Supplier/suppliers' names
Non-trade supplier/suppliers' names
Supply channel type (specify if not retail trade)

The source(s) from which the UK retail trade may obtain the product. Note that this should not be used to describe
availability to consumers
Required for products not distributed through the retail trade
Supply channel type should indicate publisher direct supply or intermediary direct supply to end-customers
(consumers or libraries)

Availability

Availability status
Availability date

Availability from the supplier(s) identified above, (e.g. NYP, Available/In Stock)
Required if product is not immediately available (e.g. NYP due [date], Reprinting due [date])

Price

GBP retail price including VAT

Current or provisional recommended retail price in GBP (Sterling) including VAT (N.B. books are zero-rated, so
include VAT at 0%)

Free of Charge/Not Sold Separately indicator

If applicable, indication that item if FoC or Not sold separately; or (for non-trade supply where the publisher does not
specify RRP) refer to supplier
Required only if the GBP retail price excl VAT is different from GBP retail price inc VAT – i.e. for mixed media
items including book, and all standard-rated VAT-able items including digital products. Provide EITHER GBP retail
price excl VAT OR amount of VAT included in GBP retail price inc VAT
Required if price provided is notified in advance
Required if price provided has a time limit (e.g. pre-publication)
Provide price and currency and indication of tax

VAT detail

Price effective from (date)
Price effective until (date)
Price(s) in other currencies
Territorial market rights

Statement of rights relating to UK
Retailer-exclusive details
Statement of full international rights

Statement that clearly indicates the sales rights that apply to the UK market: 'Can this book be sold in the UK?'
Where the product is sold exclusively through one (or more) retailer(s), specify retailer(s)
Where clarification of international rights is required, a full worldwide rights statement detailing the sales rights and
restrictions applying to the product for all territories/countries should be provided.

